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SOME APPLICATIONS 
IV. I. Introduction 
The theory of the preceding chapters will be used to obtain some 
formulae which play a role in the theory of hypergeometric functions. 
The results are not new. We only want to point out the vigour of our 
abstract method. We shall be able to replace obscure calculations by a 
more natural procedure. We do not aim at completeness and several 
details in the exposition are left to the reader. 
The first application, section 2, regards the interrelations between two 
fundamental systems of solutions of the hypergeometric differential 
equation (3.9). After characterizing these fundamental systems algebrai-
cally, we are able to apply the theory of chapter I. The interrelations 
between the two systems follow easily from theorem 1.4. 
The second application, a quadratic transformation which generalizes 
a formula due to Gauss, will be treated in section 3. Here the main tool 
is theorem 3.2. 
In the final section 4 we shall make some remarks about the scope of 
the theory of the preceding chapters. We shall describe a type of relations 
which does not seem to fit in with our theory. 
IV. 2. Some special solutions of the hyperyeometric differential equation 
and their interrelations 
We shall put together some special solutions of the hypergeometric 
differential equation (3.9). Throughout this section we shall use the 
notation for subscripts introduced in chapter I, formulae (1.15), (1.16) 
and (1.17). Furthermore, we assume that the exponents 0<1, ••• , O<n, fh, ... , f3n 
are numbered in such a way that 
(1) O<Jk-O<Jk', f3zm-f3zm' are non-negative integers if k-;;.k! and m-;;.m', 
respectively, 
(2) O<Jk- 0<;' k', f3zm- f3z' m' are not integers, if j =f. j' and l =Fl', respectively. 
Finally, we put e1=e2"i'"ik and a 1=e-2"iPzm. We assume that none of 
the numbers O<i + f3h is equal to an integer. 
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One may try to solve the differential equation (3.9) by definite complex 
integrals of the type fLzt'lfJ(t)dt. This has been done by several authors. 
Here we only refer to N0RLUND's paper ([1], § 3), where solutions of 
the folowing kind can be found 
(4.1) _ I zte2nita(t) dt. a(t) = IT T(t + (3n,) L (e2nit_(Jj)k ' h~J F(t+ 1- iXn,)' 
(4.2) I zte2nitb(t) dt· n T(iXn,-t) L (e2nit_az)m ' b(t)=}l_r(1-(3n,-t)' 
In these formulae, L is a path in the complex plane from - ioo to ioo 
and such that the points ~Xn,+v, -(3n,-v are to the left and to the right 
of L, respectively (h= 1, ... , n; v=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
The poles iXJk, iXJk + 1, .. . of the integrand in ( 4.1) are the only ones 
to the right of L. Similarly, the only poles of the integrand in (4.2) to 
the left of L are - f3zm, - f3zm -1, .... The integrals converge, and represent 
holomorphic solutions of the hypergeometric differential equation (3.9), 
if the following conditions hold 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
- 2n < arg z < 2n( k- 1), 
- 2n<arg z< 2n(m-1), 
respectively. Actually the solutions ( 4.1) and ( 4.2) only slightly differ 
from the solutions (3.23) and (3.26) in N0rlund's paper. The functions 
defined on W by the integrals (4.1) and (4.~1 are called aik and bzm, 
respectively (Just as in chapter III, W denotes the universal covering 
surface of Z- {0, oo, 1 }). 
Next, we write down the power series expansions for a11 and bn, which 
are valid inside and outside the unit circle, respectively. By the residue 
theorem we can derive that a11 and bn are represented by 
(4.5) 
(4.6) (IT T(iXn+f3n) ) z-fJn F( iXI+f3n, ... , iXn+f3n j.!.) h~l T(1 + f3n- (3n,) 1 + f3n- (31, ... , 1 + f3n- f3n z ' 
if Jz\ < 1 and Jz\ > 1, respectively. In (4.5) and (4.6) the following notation 
is used 
(4.7) 
where at least one of the s's is equal to 1. Sometimes we omit this 
number 1, so that only n-1 symbols remain in the lower row of para-
meters of F. By (o). we mean o(o+ 1) ... (o+v-1), when v is a positive 
integer, and 1 when v=O. We assume that none of the numbers e1, ... , sn 
is equal to 0, -1, -2, ... (In (4.5) and (4.6) this condition is satisfied). 
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The series on the right-hand side of (4.7) converges if lzl < l. If, however, 
one of the numbers 1h, ... , bn is equal to a non-positive integer, the series 
consists of a finite number of non-vanishing terms (a case that does not 
occur in the formulae (4.5) and (4.6)). The series (4.7) is called a hyper-
geometric series. When n > 2 the name generalized hypergeometric series 
is used sometimes. 
From chapter III, section 4 we know that in the solution space V of 
the equation (3.9) the subspace H of all elements invariant unde.r y* 
has dimension dim H-;;.n-1. The above solutions aJk for k> 2 and blm 
for m>2 belong to this subspace, for in that case the integrals (4.1) 
and (4.2) represent holomorphic functions at the point Z= l. Moreover, 
if -2:n<argz<0, we see that a11-a1'1 is represented by 
f zte2nita(t) J zte2nita(t) J zte2nita(t) 
- ---- dt + ---- dt = (e·'-!h) dt 
L e2nit _ (.!j L e2nit _ (.!j' J L ( e2nit _ (.!j )( e2nit _ (.!j 1) ' 
The latter integral converges if - 2:n < arg z < 2:n, and represents a holo-
morphic function in this domain. Hence a11- aj'1 E H. Similarly it can 
be proved that bn- b1'1 E H. 
Finally, the properties 
(1X*-e11) aik = a1,k-1 
((3*-aJI) blm = bl,m-1 if l > 2, 
can be derived at once from the integral representations (4.1) and (4.2), 
respectively. The identities 
(1X*-eJI) a11=0, ((3*-az]) bn=O 
are simple consequences of the representations ( 4.5) and ( 4.6) of the 
solutions a11 and bn. 
From the above exposition we see that {at, ... , an} satisfies the con-
ditions (1.18), (1.19) and (1.20) (where A is replaced by IX*). Hence, 
{a1, ... , an} is a base of V (notice that ar, ... , an are not all equal to 0). 
Similarly, {bt, ... , bn} satisfies the conditions (1.22), (1.23) and (1.24) 
(where B is replaced by (3*). Now the theorems 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 can be 




fl{bt, ... , bn} = A.{ar, ... , an} e, 
A.{a1, ... , an}= fl{b1, ... , bn}E, 
from (1.27), (1.28) and (1.33), respectively. 
e, E, {bt, ... , bn} and {s1, ... , en} are given by (1.25), (1.26), (1.31) 
and (1.32). 
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The last part of this section will be devoted to the deduction of an 
analytic expression for the solution c of the hypergeometric differential 
equation. c generates the subspace (y*- I) V of the solution space V, 
as was proved in chapter I. The ratio A. : fh will be found as an extra 
result. In the region 2n < arg z < 0 the solution c =A.( 01 a1 + ... +On an) can 
be represented by 
r ~"i 
A. I I Ojkaik = 
i~l k~l 
as is evident from (1.32) and (4.1). Now, from the residue theorem applied 
to the function 
g(x) 
we derive 
Hence, we have 
(4.ll) _ J zta(t) (g(e2nit) _ g(O)) _, c - A. L a f(e2nit) /(0) dt 
for - 2n < arg z < 0. In a similar way we find 
( 4.12) c = J ztb(t) (f(e2"it) _ /(0)) dt fh L e g(ez"u) g(O) 
for - 2n < arg z < 0. A simple calculation shows 
g(e2nit) a(t) = _ e"iY f(e2"it) b(t), 
where 
Instead of (4.ll) and (4.12) we can write 
( e"iY a(t)) (e-niy b(t)) (4.13) c=-A.fzt -b(t)-- dt=-fhfzt -a(t)-- dt 
L a e L e a 
valid for -2n<arg z<O. From formula (4.13) it is evident that w=e"iYA.. 
(An extensive study of the solution c has been made by NoRLUND [I], 
§ 2 and § 6). 
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IV. 3. A quadratic transformation 
In 1927 WHIPPLE ([2], formula (7.1)) found the following formula 
(4.14) 1 _ x -a F (!a, i +!a, 1 +a-b-c I _ 4x ) = ( ) 1+a-b,1+a-c (1-x)2 · 
= F ( a, b, c, I x) 
1 +a-b, 1 +a-c ' 
where a- b and a- c are not negative integers and I xl is sufficiently small. 
We shall indicate a proof of the relation (4.14) using the results of 
chapter III, especially theorem 3.2. Consider the three-dimensional sub-
space V of M(W) which satisfies the conditions (HF1)-(HF5) of theorem 
3.2, where the exponents at 0, oo, 1 are a1, a2, aa; fh, 0, t and 0, 1, t, 
respectively, and a1 + a2 + aa +!'it= l. We may assume that a1- a2 and 
a1- aa are not negative integers. For the sake of simplicity we shall 
assume that 2fh is not an integer. Then, in virtue of theorem 2.5, V is 
generated by 
(4.15) 
in a neighbourhood of oo, and n1, u2, u3 are holomorphic at 0. From the 
definition of exponents it can be seen that u2(0) i= 0 and u3(0) i= 0. We 
also find that V is generated by 
(4.16) 
in a neighbourhood of 1, where the functions v1, v2 and va are holo-
morphic at z = 1. 
The mapping q;, q;(x) =- 4x(1-x)-2, induces a conformal mapping q;1 
of W1, the universal covering surface of Z 1' =Z- {0, 1, oo, -1 }, into W. 
Then the functions of 
are defined on W1. Next we consider the functions of V1 in neighbour-
hoods of the points -1, 1, 0, oo. From (4.16) it is clear that V1 is 
generated by 
VI(tp(x)), - C ~ :) \2(tp(x)), - ~ ~: va(tp(x)). 
Since these functions are holomorphic at x = - 1, we may consider the 
functions of V1 to be defined on the universal covering surface W of Z'. 
Now we investigate V1 in a neighbourhood of l. V1 is generated by 
( (1 x)2)/3' ((1 x)2)t 
_-4x u1*(x), u2*(x), -~x u 3*(x), 
where ui*(x)=ui(1jtp(x)) is holomorphic at x= 1, and ui*(1)i=O (i= 1, 2, 3). 
From this we can derive the following results: In the first place V1 is 
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mapped into itself by y*. Secondly, the 2-dimensional initial-value 
problem at l is solvable, and lastly the exponents at l are 2fh, 0, l. 
Finally, we consider V1 at the points 0 and oo. Since rp maps 0 and oo 
onto 0, and rp is a local conformal mapping at the points 0 and oo, it is 
evident that the structure of the space v1 at the points 0 and 00 is equal 
to that of V at 0. Hence, V1 is mapped into itself by iX* and {3*, and 
the exponents of v1 at 0 and 00 are iX1, iX2, iX3. It follows that the sum 
of the exponents of V 1 equals 
2{31 + 0 + l + 2(iX1 + iX2 + iX3) + 3. 
Our analysis shows that V1 satisfies the conditions of theorem 3.2, 
where the exponents are iX1, iXz, 1X3 at 0; 1X1, iXz, 1X3 at oo and 2{h, 0, l, at l. 
We shall prove that formula (4.14) is a consequence of this fact. The 
space v1 contains a function which for lxl < l can be written in the form 
as was shown in the preceding section (formula (4.5)). Similarly, the 
space V contains 
From the above exposition we know that I 0 qJ1 is an element of v1. 
Further, we see that I o qJ1 has the form x"''h(x); where h is holomorphic 
at 0. In virtue of theorem 2.5 these functions x"''h(x) form an !-dimensional 
subspace. Hence, there exists a constant A such that I o qJ1=Ag. Finally, 
dividing by x"'' and taking the limit x ---7- 0 we find the value of A, thus 
establishing the relation ( 4.14). 
The method of this section can be used to obtain many of the formulae 
found by BAILEY (3]. 
IV. 4. Concluding remarks 
In the theory of hypergeometric functions there exist a large number 
of special formulae, valid only for one value of the variable (cf. [4]). A 
typical example is DIXON's formula ([4], 3.1, formula (1)) 
) 
F ( a, b, c I ) 
l +a-b, l +a-c 1 = 
(4.17) 
= F(l +la) F(l +a-b) F(l +a-c) F(l +la-b-c) 
F(l +a) F(l +la-b) F(l +la-c) F(l +a-b-c)' 
where a-banda-care not negative integers, and Re(2+a-2b-2c)>0. 
Another important formula has been found by THOMAE ([4], 3.2, 
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formula ( 1)) 
F(e) F(/) F(e+f-a-b-c) 
( 4.18) F(a) F(e+ f-a-b) F(e+ f-a-c) 
. F (e- a, f-a, e +f-a- b - c II) 
e+f-a-b,e+f-a-c ' 
where e, f, e+ j-a-b, e+ f-a-c are not equal to 0, -1,- 2, ... and 
Re(e+f-a-b-c)>O, Rea>O. 
Dixon's formula can be proved in the following way. We determine 
the limit of the right-hand member (multiplied by xla) of (4.14), if x 
tends to 1 and Re x < 1. We can find this limit by using the analytic 
continuation beyond the unit circle of 
F ( !a, i +!a, 1 +a-b-c I ) a1(z) = zla z 
1 +a-b, 1 +a-c 
in the left-hand member of (4.14). The analytic continuation of a1(z) 
is given by formula (4.9), if we take n=3 and use the appropriate values 
of the exponents. In the right-hand member of (4.9) the limit z __,.. oo 
can easily be determined. This leads to the relation (4.14). 
A proof of formula (4.18) along the same lines is unknown. This throws 
some light on the scope of the theory developed in the preceding chapters. 
Our theory seems to be sufficient to establish formulae which are 
identities with respect to the variable. In contrast with formula ( 4.17), 
we know no functional relation that generalizes formula (4.18). 
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